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END OF JULY 2021 REPORT

Dearest Partners and Friends of Children Safe Uganda,

Greetings from Bweya mostly the Children and Staff; our constant

prayers are with you all.

Hope you find this July Progress report interesting.

1. Life in the Lockdown

Since June, the country has been on a 42 days lockdown where several

sectors including the schools were shutdown to combat the rapid spread

of Covid-19. however, at CSU, our staff have used this period to engage

the children in various life skill activities like craft making, digging, book

making among others, besides the remedial classes

Am happy to report also that all our children who sat for primary Leaving

Exam (PLE) and O level exams passed well in the recently released

results.
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3. Facility Maintenance

Regarding facility maintenance, a number of items have been repaired

which include one of the only latrine plus some furniture.

2. Childrens’ Health

Regarding the health of the

children, we had a small number

of children who suffered from

various ailments which were

treated and there is great

improvement. Catherine

Nabikkolo has been quite well

with a few occasions of seizures

but altogether, her appetite and

interest in playing have not been

affected.

When schools were locked down we have experienced a psychological

challenge with many children questioning when will this situation of

staying home ever end. It has been a tough period involving sessions of

one on counseling and encouragement to children and staff. Even those

in communities have been helped through the phone.

In the pictures are repairs on one of the toilets and the furniture from the dinning hall.



The Home Garden

It has been a hot season but am excited to report that we have managed

to get some harvests from the garden mostly the Cassava and Matooke.

More preparations for the next planting season is going on with the

tomatoes nursery already completed. We have hope to get more yields in

the next three months.

Conclusion AND Prayers

Friends and partners of CSU, in your regular prayers, please pray for

the work of BWEYA. And the children in particular; it is a difficult time

with questions on when they will able to go back to school again

ii. Pray for the health of everyone, with the new variants the risk is very

high.

Our thoughts and prayers are also with you thanks for every support

Moses and Team

In the picture is the tomatoes nursery bed ready for transplanting 


